
Dr Olive's story.

The story began in Liverpool, where Doctor Olive lived. In this calm city, lived Jack The Ripper, a 
famous murderer.

The Doctor Olive was famous to scam a lot of people. And Jack The Ripper didn't like this. Jack The 
Ripper didn’t kill victimes for nothing ! 
The Doctor Olive scammed a person of Jack The Ripper's family.
He needed a kidney transplant ! But Doctor Olive scammed him ! 
Jack The Ripper became very, very angry.
One evening on 17th June, at 10.30 PM, Doctor Olive finished his shift. He left the hospital, and he 
went to the underground parking lot. Without internet connection, he couldn't reach the police.
Then, he saw a shadow not far from him. He did not care. Then, he saw the same shadow, again and 
again.
Finally, he saw him : Jack The Ripper. He tried to run away, but suddenly Jack The Ripper caught him 
by the collar. He put his knife around his neck and slit his throat with a brutal blow.
Doctor Olive died immediately.
So Jack The Ripper took the body home and threw it in his well so that there was no trace.Jack The 
Ripper walked back into the underground parking lot and erased all traces. 
Then he took a bomb desintegrated the body. The house of Jack the ripper was lost in the forest so 
there was no risk of people hearing the sound of the bomb. 
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